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Abstract: This paper presents the results of comparative testing of the quality of the weld metal of welded plates of low carbon non alloyed
steel using rutile type coated electrodes produced in IHIS and electrodes JADRAN-S produced in Jesenice. The aim was to master the
technological process of producing electrodes coated with a rutile coating based on domestic raw materials. For experimental testing used was
an electrode with a medium thick rutile coating with a core of solid wire Ø 2.0 mm in diameter marked IHIS E 35 R. Based on comparative
analysis of the weld metal test results of welded joints made with electrodes produced in IHIS in relation to the electrodes of the well known
manufacturer the appropriate conclusions are given.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Coated rutile electrodes for arc welding and surfacing have a metal core. The cores of the coated rutile electrodes as part of the
electric circuit transmit power and also serve as a filler. The main functions of the electrode coating are: protection of the welding
zone from the surrounding oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen, stability and ionization of the electric arc, slowing down cooling of the
weld metal, refining and alloying of the weld metal, allowing welding in forced positions. These are achieved in several ways: the
drops of molten metal as they pass through the electric arc are covered by parts of the liquid coating of the electrode and the
formed gases protect the surface of the drops from the surrounding atmosphere, while the metal bath is protected by slag which
floats on the surface.
By the ratio of the total diameter (including the coating) D, and the core diameter d, the electrodes can be divided into thinly
coated (D/d<1.2), medium coated (1.2<D/d<1.4) and heavy coated (D/d>1.4).
Metal cores of rutile coated electrodes consist of solid wires on to which a designed rutile type coating is applied using an
appropriate technological process. The basic component of the rutile-coated electrodes is the mineral TiO2. The coating consists
mainly of components such as: rutile sand, marble, granite, kaolin, ferromanganese and ferrosilicon, mica, feldspar, talc, calcium
fluoride, magnesite and Lucel. The means of transfer of filler in the E process is mostly influenced by the thickness and type of
coating and current strength. By increasing the thickness of the coating and adding ingredients which reduce surface tension the
transfer of droplets is improved. A stronger current also enables the transition from large to small drops, because it enhances the
pinch effect and gas pressure.
In order to master production of coated rutile electrodes with a solid wire core, based on domestic raw materials, a medium coated
electrode of solid wire marked IHIS E 35 R Ø 2.0 mm in diameter was experimentally produced. After that, to compare features, arc
welding of low carbon steel plate was performed with the produced electrode labeled IHIS E 35 R and the rutile electrode JADRAN S
Ø 2.5 mm in diameter from the manufacturer in Jesenice.
This paper presents the results of a comparative analysis of the weld metal of welded joints of low carbon steel plates made with
the new rutile coated electrode produced from domestic raw materials and the rutile electrode from the well known manufacturer
[1-4]. The new quality coated electrodes are expected to provide the most favorable microstructure of the weld metal and
optimum mechanical properties, because the safety of the welded structure depends on the mechanical properties that are directly
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related to the microstructure [5-10]. The weld metal with a high proportion of acicular ferrite has the optimum microstructure and
mechanical properties [11]. The chemical composition and cooling rate directly affect the microstructure of the weld metal [12-14].
The chemical composition of the weld metal is largely determined by the type of filler, and in smaller proportion determined by the
base metal that melts during welding.
Results of comparative studies of the microstructure of the weld metal (WM) of welded joints performed with the rutile coated
electrode produced in IHIS and rutile electrode JADRAN - S confirmed that the weld metal (WM) has a microstructure which enables
its practical industrial application
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
For examination of the microstructure of the weld metal (WM) of welded joints a coated rutile type electrode with a core of solid
wire marked IHIS E 35 R Ø 2.0 mm in diameter with a medium thick rutile coating was used. For the production of medium thick
coated electrodes of solid wire IHIS E 35 R, for the cores, selected was drawn steel wire marked Sv-08 and Sv-08A according to GOST
standard containing C ≤ 0.10%, Si ≤ 0.03% and Mn 0.35-0.60%.
For comparison of the microstructure of the weld metal (WM) of welded joints, used as a parallel electrode was a coated rutile
electrode JADRAN S - Jesenice Ø 2.5 mm in diameter with a core of solid low carbon steel wire marked Č.1931 (JUS C.B6.012)
containing 0.80-0.89% C, 0.10-0.30% Si, 0.30-0.6% Mn, P and S ≤ 0.040%. The coated electrodes were standard length of 350 mm
designed for manual arc welding and surfacing.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Examination of the microstructure of the base metal (BM) and welded joints of weld metal (WM) was performed on a scanning
electron microscope (SEM). Examination of the microstructure of welded joints of low-carbon steel plates was done in accordance
with standard SRPS EN 1321. Etching of microstructures was carried out in a solution of 3% Nital.
The microstructure of weld sample No1 with a rutile electrode produced by coating a solid wire marked IHIS E 35 R Ø 2.0 mm in
diameter is shown in Figure 1a, b. The microstructure of the base metal (BM) is fine grained ferrite-pearlite, with a very small
proportion of pearlite, Figure 1.a (250x). The thermal cycle of welding was optimal so there was no intensive growth of primary
austenite grains. The microstructure of the weld metal (WM) consists of multiple morphologies of ferrite, Figure 1.b (1000x). The
ferrite, which is distinguished by grain boundaries in the form of intermittent layers, is polygonal ferrite (PF).
In the interior of the grain two types of plate-like ferrite can be observed, ferrite with a directional secondary phase (FS) and
Widmanstätten ferrite (WF) of a needle plate-like shape which increases in depth of the grains of polygonal ferrite, which is located
on the grain boundaries. In the interior of the grains fine needles of acicular ferrite (AF) are observed.

a) OM
b) MŠ
Figure 1. Microstructure of weld sample No.1: a) base metal (BM), 250x; b) weld metal (WM), 1000x

The microstructure of the welded joint in sample No. 2 with a standard rutile electrode JADRAN S from Jesenice Ø 2.5 mm in
diameter is shown in Figure 2.a, b. The microstructure of the base metal (BM) of low carbon steel is ferrite-pearlite shown in Figure
2.a (250x). In the weld metal (WM) the ferrite, which is distinguished on the grain boundaries is in the form of intermittent layers
and within the grain the ferrite is polygonal. The most common term for this type of ferrite is polygonal ferrite (PF) [15]. In the
interior of the grains, found was a number of types of ferrite, such as a needle - acicular ferrite (AF) with a proportion of
Widmanstätten ferrite (WF), or as it is also called side plate ferrite. It is plate needle-shaped and grows in depth of the grains
directly from the polygonal ferrite which is located on the grain boundaries. In some crystal grains, ferrite with a directional
secondary phase (FS) is present.
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a) OM
b) MŠ
Figure 2. Microstructure of weld sample No 2: a) base metal (BM), 250x; b) weld metal (WM), 250x.

Comparative analysis of the microstructure of the weld metal (WM) in welded joints derived from the coated electrode IHIS E 35 R Ø
2.0 mm in diameter and the electrode JADRAN S from Jesenice Ø 2.5 mm in diameter, were identical and in accordance with the
contents of C, Si and Mn and solid wire that is was used for coating.
CONCLUSION
Based on the comparative analysis of the test results of the microstructure of the weld metal (WM) of welded joints made with
rutile electrodes with a core of solid wire based on domestic raw materials marked IHIS E 35 R Ø 2.0 mm in diameter with a
medium thickness of rutile coating in relation to an electrode of a known manufacturer labeled JADRAN S from Jesenice Ø 2.5 mm
in diameter the following conclusions can be made: Produced rutile-type electrodes from solid wire marked IHIS E 35 R Ø 2.0 mm in
diameter with a coating based on domestic raw materials showed satisfactory quality compared to the standard rutile electrode of
solid wire Ø 2.5 mm in diameter marked JADRAN S from Jesenice.
The microstructures of the weld metal (WM) of welded joints were identical and along the weld metal there were no visible
deviations observed in the microstructure. The results confirmed that the new coated electrode of solid wire marked IHIS E 35 R Ø
2.0 mm in diameter with coating based on domestic raw materials can be successfully applied for welding low carbon non alloyed
steel as well as low carbon low alloyed steel.
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